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The religion pluralism results in two sides. First side is that social reality can increase 
integrity, but the other side also can promote disintegrity. Therefore, discussion on this 
topic and on how solidarity can develop in different community members is an interesting 
sbJdy. 

A sel of probl,," ari,ill8 in this research are (1) how the solidarity i, fonned in conummity 
(especially in religion)?, (2) what factors can influence solidarity in plural religion? 

This research tries to discribe what reasons Wlderlie formation of solidarity. Therefore, 
this research Wles social fact paradigm that is empirical reality both material and non 
material, reaching individual, then going to (risk, accOIDltability or influence) other social 
f""l as national integralion, demoera<:)' and other political order. 

The use of the parsdigm above rely on the strucbJral-limctionaiism theory. Stressill8 of 
Durlcheim theory is social life in harmony, calm and gradually changill8. Religion limction 
is emphased as social integrating tool by them. The state is put forward as protector to 
different society without discriminating behavior. 

There are several rotes of the state intervertioD, mainJy dominated by powerful society to 
construct relationship between them. Unification of different society elemenlll is called a 
pluralistic society. There are two factors that determine this tmfication . namely sociology 
and social-psychology. Redefinition of its mellllilJ8 do.s not adopt Fumifall's definition as 
commonly quoted classically. The new meaning bas ch&:lJ8ed more comprehensively. 

There are two solidarities in Durkeim's perspective, namely mechanical and organic ones 
and there are no cbanges up to now. Therefore, its variable is still relevant 88 spotligaht 
instrument tro describe the real society. 

The objective offset exploration in this researcb fmds out Borne problems to answer, what 
factor that fonn solidarity and bow to omplement in daily activity (see- problem issue on 
P"8e 8). 

There are some fuctor in formill8 solidarity. Those are (1) Mbah Alun myth. Community 
members' consciousness thai: they come from one heredity. Thus, althoU8h they a.cfuere 
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